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A key issue in rigid body dynamics is accurate resolution
of contacts. Simplest methods are based on penalty-based
methods, but are not accurate. Accurate methods based
on Linear Complementarity Programming (LCP) are not
interactive. Ours is based on Fast frictional dynamics (FFD),
developed by (Kaufmann et al. 2015), and we improve it with
higher accuracy for multi-body contacts. We have applied
our algorithm to many complex rigid body simulations with
thousands of contact points and can resolve these contacts
robustly and at realtime rates. We also highlight its improved
stability by comparing with original FFD and LCP based on
PGS solver.

I. ISSUES WITH FFD ALGORITHM

Inaccurate Impulse Distribution: The distribution of con-
tact impulses is approximated by a simple projection opera-
tion. Difficult to simulate accurate friction.

Ignore Relative Motion: Solving the frictional impulse for
each object independently using maximal dissipation law.
Leads to abnormalities.
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Fig. 1: Overview of our multi-contact algorithm (left). Illus-
tration of multi-contact with relative motion (right). 1,2,...k
denote the multiple contact points on object A respectively,
an arrow-line on the contact point indicates the relative
motion at that point on A to its neighbor.

II. OUR APPROACH

Contact Decomposition: We use a novel optimization for-
mulation that minimizes the difference between twist varia-
tion:

x = argmin((ir′ − ir)T (ir′ − ir)). (1)

Friction Modeling at Contact Point: We use Coulomb
friction and maximal dissipation law to compute the friction

impulse of each contact point with its relative velocity:

fk = −sTk Vrkmk. (2)

Coupling: The final twist is computed by the summation
from normal impulse and frictional impulse:

iφ+ = iφ− + ir + if + εir. (3)

Fig. 2: Interactive Basin Simulation: a snap shot and close-
up view. It has up to 2K simultaneous contacts and our
algorithm takes 39ms per frame. We model static friction
including slipping, rolling, and rotating.

Fig. 3: Realtime Simulation of 320 Chess pieces with 8K
contacts (left) and 5,000 cubes with 6K contacts (right). Our
algorithm can resolve the contacts accurately.

Fig. 4: Performance comparisons : FFD, LCP using PGS
solver, and our algorithm. Our runtime performance is very
close to the FFD, but is more accurate.
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